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rema uk & europe
Vision
To expedite the goal of Redeemed Christian Church
of God (RCCG) in bringing about global evangelisation
across every barrier and unto every tribe and nation.

Mission
To train, engage and deploy local and indigenous Christian missionaries and evangelists in the evangelisation
of their communities in the United Kingdom, Europe and
wherever else such opportunities present itself and as
may be directed by the General Overseer through the
Board of Trustees.

Goals & Objectives
1.Recruit & Train Christians as missionaries through RECSOM UK & Europe.
2.Recruit and Engage Christian Missionaries.
3.Establish Mission fields across UK, Europe and anywhere else.
4.Deploy engaged missionaries to unreached, previously reached (communities) but
now with reduced Christian presence in the United Kingdom, Europe and anywhere
else.
5.Conduct missionary and evangelistic outreaches in various forms and models as
may be perceived as appropriate for the particular environment and circumstances.
6.Establish monoculture and multi-cultural family, congregational churches and parishes.
7.Work with Christian organisations and other organisations whose beliefs, conduct
and objectives are same as those of the Redeemed Christian Church of God.
8.All other activities as may be approved or directed by the General Overseer, or contained in the constitution of REMA UK & Europe.
Given the above vision and objectives of REMA, it is no doubt a daunting task which
the BOT members duly recognise and have resolved to commit their all to its achievement.
The goal of reaching UK and the rest of Europe as set out above is therefore complimentary to RCCG UK and all that Redeemed Christian Church of God as an organisation stands for, and is committed to achieve whether the devil like it or not.
We at REMA hereby request that all RCCG parishes and brethren will see REMA as
your own, and be willing to support our vision and activities in any which way you can.
We therefore urge you to contact us for any possible collaboration in bringing about
the winning of souls as much as the Lord enables us to achieve together.
Pastor Cornelius B. Alalade
Provost
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EFFECTIVE EVANGELISM & MISSION THROUGH
CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS
By Pastor Cornelius B. Alalade

The foundation of the gospel of Christ is the ‘Good
News’ whereby we believe given historical, archaeological, scientific and logical evidences that
Jesus Christ lived in the land of Palestine and parts
of present-day Middle East.
It is also fundamental and equally supported by
credible evidences that Jesus not only lived here
on earth but was crucified (killed by hanging on
the cross) and that on the third day he arose and
eventually ascended into heaven from where He
originally descended through His incarnation.
The Good News is the functional purpose of Jesus’ incarnation and ministry. He came into this
world to die as a lasting sacrifice (punishment) for
the sins of mankind and indeed of every man who
believes and accepts Jesus as his or her saviour.
What makes such a sacrifice significant is that
someone else is paying for your sins and for mine,
and that is the Good News. It is such a heart-warming phenomenon that everyone should embrace
because God need not do this but He did it because of His love for every human being.
God so much loves us that He will rather make His
son to bear the consequences of our sins than for
us to bear them.
That is what God did for us and that is what He
wants us to let everyone know.
Making such wonderful, unprecedented and
eternally resolved message known to others is
evangelism, and doing so across every imaginable barrier is missions. For those so engaged in
the spread of this glorious and amazing provision
there are rewards, and for whoever embraces the
message and accepts Jesus as Lord and saviour,
the reward of eternal life in heaven, That is the reward of living with God in heaven after you have

died is incredibly unmatched by anything else you
may achieve in life.
So, why are you still doubting the truth of this message? Given that no one can force you to accept
God’s plan to save your soul eternally, the consequences of your decision will be entirely yours too.
It is not always the case that people in general are
averse to hearing or to accepting God plan to save
mankind through Jesus as summarised above, it is
sometimes the case that a sizeable population of
Christians are themselves not sufficiently knowledgeable about the truths and fundamental beliefs and tenets of Christianity.
Such deficiencies are not modern day or contemporary times occurrence neither will they be totally eradicated. The extent to which every individual
exercises his or her mind with profitable knowledge is personal and cannot be helped in some
cases. However, it behoves educated Christians to
study more of the scripture and its authenticity in
order to make themselves approved, and be able
to intelligently discuss and present the truth of the
Good News to all and sundry. This is by definition
what is generally referred to as Christian apologetics.
Pentecostalism has tended to believe that Christians do not need to defend the truth of the gospel and the good new in any form or shape given
that the proof of its authenticity is in the evidence
provided by the signs and wonders, the miracles
that are performed by the Holy Spirit through the
hands of God’s ministers and preachers. While
such miracles are truly evidential, there is also a
place for Christian Apologetics in order to further
cement the divine source of the miracles as the
supernatural power of this same God at work.

Cont’d on page 28
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MISSION
FIELDS
REDEMPTION
CENTRES

Dagenham is a district
and suburban town in
East London, England

Redemption School of Missions
(REMA), given its mission adapted the strategy of establishing
mission fields across the British
Isles and mainland Europe. The
essence of it is to evangelise
amongst local communities
and disciple new converts at
such locations, with a view to
developing indigenes as future
leaders in such communities.
The very first of such mission

8
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fields was establish in November 22, 23 through street evangelism conducted by Amanda
Clarke, Laurence Breen,
Michael Reynolds and supervised by Cornelius Alalade.
On Sunday, November 24th,
the first fellowship meeting for
the Dagenham Redemption
centre was held at London
City Mission Bethel centre in
Dagenham. Thereafter and

uptill the COVID-19 lockdown in
March 2020 a weekly programs
of street evangelism on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday fellowship
were held. It is intended that
the mission fields will resume
after the COVID-19 lockdown.
Dagenham is a working class area.
During the 2000s [does this mean
2000-09?] there was a large influx
of migrants in particular Africans.

Dagenham has a high unemployment rate and a high rate
of unskilled and uneducated
individuals living below the
bread line. Many individuals in the area ae challenged
physically and suffer from
drug and alcohol abuse.
The redemption centre in
Dagenham is REMA’s first
mission fields in the whole
of the United Kingdom. It
hopes to create a bridge to

mainstream church for people who are in different ethnic
and cultural backgrounds.
The redemption centre being situated in such an area
as Dagenham which is culturally diverse is key.
On Saturdays, REMA missionaries meet at the centre before
we go out and evangelise in
the vicinity, particularly the
nearby shopping centre. the

TESTIMONIES
FROM DAGENHAM

Laurence Breen sorting evangelistic DVDs meant for distribution during street evangelism

On informal Gospel service with
a direct but sensitive message
and praise and worship. After
the service there is a time of
fellowship where attendees
are invited to share their burdens and receive prayer.
REMA hopes to reach the white
British population with the the
Gospel message that they once
had through street evangelism
and the planting of Redemption centers around the UK
and even Europe .Our centre in
Dagenham is the 1st Redemption Center and we are wprking
on `moving on to Rugby then
Northern Ireland and Leicester.

”A lady attendee at the
Redemption center who
would barely speak and
unknown to me was a strong
Atheist started to open up
to me to speak and react to
me concerning the things I
say in my preaching. I use
alot of apologetics in my
preaching and often challenge any Atheists concerning their beliefs with strong
reasoned arguments. After
much conversation with her
she became more open to
the Gospel message and
began doubting her atheism.
The ladys name is Megan”
- Laurence Breen

“A guy came to borrow a
pound. I went to check my
purse and started praying in tongues. He got
his pound and also got
Jesus as his lord and saviour. He came for money and also got Jesus”.
- Amada Clarke

REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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More Testimonies from
Dagenham

PREACHER SET FREE FROM SAME-SEX
DESIRES

Laurence engaged in REMA
street evangelism

RCCG’s
ANTHEM
SING WITH US
1. We are redeemite
United in Love
Jesus is for us
We shall conquer
2. We are together
United in Love
Jesus is for us
We conquer
3. We are Victorious
United in Love
Jesus is for us
We shall conquer
4. Covenant children
United in Love
Jesus is for us
We shall conquer
Chorus:
Hallelujah Hallelujah
Hallelujah Hallelujah
10
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On one occassion as I was walking into Ilford town center when I
heard the Gospel being preached,
I came accross a man by the name
of Robert who was preaching. The

REMA’s Redemption Centre has been
awarded a Plot of land to start a
vegetable garden to aid the needy

people were just ignoring him
and walking past. I asked if I
could pray for him and also with
his permission do some preaching to which he said he would
be more than happy for me to
do so. He confided in me that he
has a passion for the Gospel but

struggles with certain Gay
desires and so I invited him
to the the service on sunday.
At the end of the service he
came forward for prayers.
He is a very lively character
and continues to come to
the services. I am believing
Laurence and an Attendee who came
in for a pound for busfare gave his life
to Jesus

that God has set him free and
that God will use him and continue to minister unto him.
- Laurence Breen

“On one occasion after
preaching the gospel message of salvation a homeless
couple (Nicola and her husband) came forward when
the call for salvation was
given. They gave their lives
to Jesus and were prayed
for, for various issues in
their lives. They were clearly beaming afterwards and
they said that they felt different. They have continued
to attend the meetings.
- Laurence Breen

Clarke’s wife Michelle also
committed her life to Christ.

CLARKE - Who is now with the Lord, gave
his life over to Jesus after hearing the
message on the Prodigal Son.

We met a couple, Clarke and
Michelle who lived on the
street. Someone had invited
them saying, “You need to
come because these people
are real, they’ve got a heart”.
Michelle was sceptical, as she
had been hurt by religious
people in the past. As I was
sharing the word that morning
on the prodigal son, Clarke
and Michelle both gave their
lives to the Lord and not even
two months after that Clarke
passed away. The man had
found his peace with the Lord.
Michelle still prays to the Lord.
REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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rema
missionaries
A Missionary is someone who has a passion to see lives changed by the power of the Gospel Message
through fulfilling the Great Commission.

My name is Laurence. In january
2016, I gave up my full time work
with the ministry of defense after 22
years to work full time as an evangelist within RCCG.
At the moment, I do street evangelism with some
part time cleaning work to top up my pension. I am
also studying christian apologetics.
I was without church fellowship for some 8 months
in 2010, when God directed me to an RCCG church
in my home town of Rugby.
In 2016 at the Festival of Life I met Pastor Cornelius,
the Head of School at the Redeemed Christian
School Of Missions who spoke to me about training
at RECSOM.
I graduated from RECSOM in October 2018 and after that Pastor Cornelius sent me to the Solemn Assemby at
Redemption Camp, Lagos, Nigeria with all expense paid and WOW! I did not want to return home again to pagan
heathen UK but God had something different in mind.

My name is Michael and I am from
the city of Leicester.
I work full time in a secular job and also have an
active ministry as an itinerant evangelist, particularly in the Leicester area. I speak seven languages
which I use for multi-cultural evangelism.
I was a speaker at the REMA Conference, an invitation which came from my friend Pastor Ebenezer of
RCCG, Leicester and after I preached at the Conference, I was approached by Pastor Cornelius to partner in ministry in evangelism. I knew the Lord was at
the centre of the conference and through it, I have
met many great men and women of God who have
become such good friends and so I agreed without hesitation and joined REMA in their missionary
effort.

12
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I am Amanda Clarke. I have been
doing missionary work for over fifteen years.
I have visited Uganda, Kenya, Iceland and several
parts of South Africa. I have seen the dead raised,
the lame walk and hospital wards emptied. I am a
missionary because I’m passionate about it
I love telling people about Jesus. I am hungry for
souls and passionate to see people live a life far
above just existing. I know there is much more to
life.
I graduated from the Redeemed Christian School
of Mission (RECSOM), UK and later joined the Redeemed Evangelism and Mission Agency (REMA)
Uk and Europe as a missionary.

REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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more on
AMANDA

“Everyday is mission day. I am
not waiting for the opportunity
to come to me to share the
Gospel, I am looking for it”.

- Amanda Clarke

INTERVIEW WITH AMANDA CLARKE
Amanda Clarke is a fearless woman on an incredible mission. For over fifteen years, she has been going on missionary work. Not knowing where she will sleep, what she will eat or drink, she has ventured
on her own to countries such as Uganda, Kenya, Iceland and South Africa. She has seen the dead
raised, the kame walking and hospital wards emptied.
Ugonna: Why are you a missionary?
Amanda: I love telling people about Jesus. I am hungry for souls. I am passionate to see people live a
life far above just existing. Even for myself I know there is more. I can’t really explain it, there is something in me driving me, compelling me. I do it because I love it. Travelling to London is nothing, if God
tells me to go anywhere, China, Australia I’m there because God will send us to bring people back to
their maker.

Ugonna: How long have you been doing mission work for?
Amanda: I have been doing missions for over 15 years. I have gone on my own to countries such as
Uganda, Kenya, Iceland and tow parts of South Africa. I have seen the dead rise, the lame walk and
hospital wards emptied.

14
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Ugonna: What have you learnt from mission work?

Is your issue time? I was in a paid job once and God supernaturally created leave for me to go.

Amanda : The most I’ve learnt is in my going, in my going. I
can’t sit in a church fellowship because I am alive when I’m

Ugonna I’m sure you must have noticed that there isn’t a

going with the gospel. When you go not knowing anything the

lot of support for missionaries like you. Why do you think

Lord says he will put his words in our mouth. We just have to

that is?

go, we just have to go that’s what I’ve learnt about practical
gospel.

Amanda: We missionaries are often very isolated and
neglected. We are the cinderella of the church. If mis-

Ugonna: You live in Ireland yet fly to London regularly for mis-

sion work is not supported the church will not extend and

sion work even though you don’t get paid to do this. Why is

how are people going to know unless people are sent?

this?

It grieves my soul. I think the problem is, the church has
moved its focus. They are trying so hard to get people into

Amanda: I’m passionate about going with the gospel. God has

the building and compromising on the word of God. We

brought me to London and I have to accept that. I don’t particu-

don’t need much, just the regular support of a roof over

larly like London, it’s dusty and fumey. God is also working on

our heads and food in our bellies. It my passion and my

me through this, purifying me.

hearts desire that many would see even in the Redeemed
denomination what we are doing.

I travel to London I go through the airport, I’m tired, sometimes
I travel 12 hours. Its a long journey its tiring but when you see

Ugonna: So why REMA?

the results, people transformed it’s worth every minute of it.
We don’t get paid, even a paid job doesn’t give the same joy.

Amanda: A lot of white churches don’t teach fasting and

Money can’t buy that. I go three times a month. I do it because

praying, I learnt that in Africa. These are the dimensions

It’s who I am.

of Christianity that the Caucasians are not living in. God
hasnt designed us to stay in one compartment. When the

Ugonna: Can anyone be a missionary?

brethren come together we have unity and are more powerful. REMA uses caucasians like myself to build a bridge,

Amanda : Everyone is a missionary, everyone is called. Its been

spread the gospel in its totality across Europe and the

my war cry for a longtime.

world.

Its not just for the chosen ones or the ones called. I believe
there is a capability in every believer to share the gospel. Every-

Ugonna: Is there any final thing you would like to say?

day is mission day. I’m not waiting for opportunity to come to
me to share the gospel, I am looking for it. We are predestined

Amanda: I can’t wait to get back to the mission field.

to do something in the kingdom. Our lives are not our own we
are no longer living it is christ in us.
I don’t believe its a calling, it is a responsibility of every believer

Please help support missionaries like Amanda today by

to be a missionary. I have an answer for every single excuse

getting actively involved in mission work, donating toward

people give for not going.

it monthly or just by offering your prayers.

Money, I’ve gone without it. My job had dried up once but God

Interview by Ugonna Udosen

told me to go and so I commited to going with no money or job
by faith. Low and behold the money came for my ticket from
America, just like that.
If your excuse is qualifications or education, the holy spirit
has taught me everything in my journey. God literally puts His
words in my mouth. If your excuse is what to eat, God always
makes sure I’m well fed. Is your problem where you will stay?
Well if I’m staying in a mud hut God protects me, He gives me
the grace. I go on my own and God connects me to people
when I get there.

REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO SU

HELLO
THERE

It is necessary to support the
evangelists because if nobody
preaches the Gospel to the
people, how will they hear the
wonderful message that brings
salvation. We are in a nation
where less and less people
go to a church and it has to be
said that the vast majority of
churches in this country, do not
preach the Gospel message
of faith and repentance. This

EVERY CHRISTAIN HAS A MISSION.
HERE’S WHY...
WHEN JESUS INSTRUCTED
HIS DISCIPLES
to go and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything He had commanded
as stated in Matthew 28: 18 -20
(NIV), He wasn’t only referring to
actively going out on the street
to preach the gospel or doing it
from a pulpit.
Our mission as born again Christians is to each form a relationship with God and to keep to His
commands. In doing so, we will
begin to experience changes in
our lives which will become
visible to those around us. As
the bible says in Mathew 7: 16
-17(NIV): “By their fruit you will
recognize them. Do people pick
grapes from thorn bushes, or figs
from thistles? Likewise, every
good tree bears good fruit, but a
bad tree bears bad fruit.”

16
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10 REASONS TO BE A MISSIONARY

UPPORT MISSION WORK ?
is why we need to equip, be
equipped and get behind those
who have been sent to fulfil the
Great Commission, as although
the fields are white for the
harvest the labourers are few.

Have you ever considered going on mission trips?
If you’ve never served abroad, you should definitely book a trip! You’ll impact the lives of countless people and realize many changes in yourself.
Need further convincing? Here are ten reasons for
going on a mission trip.
sions move from your mind
to your heart, everything
changes including how
you spend your time, energy and even your resources.”

People can support mission work mainly through
prayer, financial giving
and becoming active.

When non-believers witness
these changes and our new
found peace, they will begin to
inquire about what it is that we
have found that has brought us
so much joy and peace. It is at
this point that we should share
the word of God with them. By
the grace of God, hearing the
word of God will create a hunger in the non-believer which
will cause them to begin to seek
a relationship with God as Romans 10: 17 (NIV) states:
“Consequently, faith comes
from hearing the message, and
the message is heard through
the word about Christ.”
Remember that bringing a person to the knowledge of God is
the greatest act of love. According to Mathew 22: 39 (NIV), we
are instructed to love our neighbours as ourselves and that is
the second greatest commandment. What better way to show
love to a person than to make an
effort to ensure that they have a
chance to make it to Heaven.

1. The Gospel becomes
more real.
2. Materialism fades away.
3. You widen your
worldview.

As you can see, there are
incredible reasons for going on a mission trip! The
experience will open your
eyes to another way of life
and let you experience God
in a whole new way. Combined, these will influence
how you see the world and
live your daily life. Bevome
a REMA missionary today!

4. You appreciate different cultures.
5. You learn to slow down.
6. World affairs become more significant.
7. You make lasting
friends–and memories!
8. Your faith will grow.
9. It solidifies a call into
vocational ministry.
10. You will continue
supporting missions.
“When you go on a missions trip and see the
needs and opportunities
around the world, it gets
into your heart. When misREDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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People can support
Mission work through
prayers and financial
support not just for
expenses but for
Evangelism
materials and equipment

HOW YOU
CAN SUPPORT

be a pillar
+ Pray for our work, staff and missionaries.
+ Pray for Open Doors for our work.
+ Pray for Financial Provision.
+ Give us financial support no matter how little.
+ Tell us of available buildings & halls we can use in
any community as mission field at little or no cost.
Such facilities is where we establish our mission
fields for meeting, teaching & disciplining

18
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By Ugonna Udosen
Many Christian believers have described these recent
events as God’s judgement against the world which they
believe has trespassed much more than the biblical city
of Sodom and Gomorrah.
It’s easy to quote the Bible in support of such positions,
from plagues in Egypt to the destruction of Jerusalem to
the Book of Revelation’s prediction that the world will be
judged with “pestilence.”
However, these are not those days. We can know this for
two reasons.
First, biblical judgments through disease are supernatural
in origin. COVID-19 is not supernatural. Some describe
it as a “man made pestilence” while others say it has
evolved from other existing viruses. Either way, it is not
supernatural like the pestilence in the book of Revelations. God did not cause this virus or the pandemic it has
created. He can certainly make good come out of this
whole crazy situation but He is not the cause.
Second, biblical judgments are against specific sins and
sinners. I’ve heard so many people blab about how the
coronavirus is judgement for homosexuality and all the
other sins in our present world. Although I do not necessarily agree with this school of thought, I do see why they
may think in that way. It is because throughout Scripture
and history, God has dealt with our sin in diverse ways.
But like the rain, coronavirus has fallen on both the saints

and the sinners, there isn’t a particular religion or tribe
that is suffering from it. It is affecting everyone indiscriminately. Christians, atheists, Muslims, Hindus, homosexuals, straight, drug addicts etc. No specific known sins
have caused this virus. Nor are those who are afflicted
with it more sinful than the rest of us.
Although the coronavirus is not mentioned by name in
the Bible, some Christians have claimed online there are
prophetic passages and messages that can be linked to
the pandemic and that it is a sign that the end is near.
A commonly mentioned passage is Matthew 24.
The scripture reads: “For nation shall rise against nation,
and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places.
“All these are the beginnings of sorrows.”
A similar account of Jesus’ teaching is found in Luke 21.
The passage reads: “Then he said unto them, Nation shall
rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: And
great earthquakes shall be in divers places, and famines,
and pestilences; and fearful sights and great signs shall
there be from heaven.”
So, is the coronavirus a sign of the end?
Cont’d on page 23
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Weekdays and weekend courses are available in various centres
throughout the year. Courses to commence in November 2020,
January and March 2021

Young Missionary Summer School (YMSS) for ages 15 - 25 years
Date: Please call for updates on new dates.
Includes 5 days residential at YWAM - Harpenden £150

REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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A LIFE WITHOUT

GOD

IS A LIFE OF MAYBES...
BY CHIZURUM NWACHUKWU
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One of the greatest worries of
every human being is the fact that
their tomorrow is not guaranteed.
The most that a non-believer can
do is to work very hard with the
tools that they have at their disposal and just hope that maybe
everything will work out fine.
Their thoughts are;
“Maybe if I study really hard
I’ll graduate with good grades
and get a good job.”
“Maybe if I accept this job I’ll
like it and this will be the industry that I’ll build my career in.”
“|Maybe if I meet enough people I’ll find the right spouse.”
“Maybe if I make the right investment I’ll be able to retire early.”
“Maybe if I vote for this candidate they’ll keep their promises and help my community.”
But the simple fact is that outside
of God, nothing is guaranteed.
Human beings need direction
and purpose in order to live a
life of meaning. This is what God
provides because He created
us for His purpose and it is only
when we connect with Him and
He teaches us our purpose and
gives us direction that we can
have the fulfilment that we desire.

COVID-19 AND THE CHURCH
Jeremiah 10: 23 (NIV) says
“Lord, I know that people’s lives
are not their own; it is not for
them to direct their steps.”
According to His word, our lives
are not our own. We are created
for a purpose that only God can
reveal. We are meant to seek
Him and to permit Him to direct
our steps. This way, His plans for
our lives will be fulfilled and we
will find the peace that we are
all looking for, but in Him alone.

Cont’d
Since Jesus mentioned pestilences, does this mean that the
coronavirus has been predicted as the sign that the world
will end and Jesus will come
back tomorrow? Probably not.
Throughout history many plagues
and diseases have caused fear
and death. For example, consider the following outbreaks:
•
•
•
•
•

The Black Death
Ebola
SARS
MERS
Coronavirus (COVID-19)

Jesus didn’t come back in the
past because of these plagues.
However, as epidemics including the coronavirus occur more
often and become more deadly, we should pay attention as
these are warning signs that
Jesus is coming back soon.
Cont’d on page 27
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The Freedom in Jesus Chri
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is a freelance copywriter who loves writing
and researching new topics. He has an
undying passion for God and all things
personal development.
Feel free to reach out to him on
chizurum@extolcopy.com.
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Freedom in Christ Jesus
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MANY PEOPLE SEE LIVING FOR JESUS AS A LIFE OF RESTRICTION WHERE THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO INDULGE IN
many things of the flesh. However, this
is not the entire point. Living for Jesus
means being free from the plans of the
devil because the fact remains that we
are either serving God or we areserving
Satan.

the devil prowls around like a roaring lion
looking for someone todevour. Resist him,
standing firm in the faith, because you
know that the family of believers throughout the world is undergoing the same
kind of sufferings.”

Jeremiah 29: 11 (NIV) says “For I know the
plans I have for you,” declares the Lord,
“plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future.”

Also note John 10:10 (NIV) which says
“The thief comes only to steal and kill and
destroy; I have come that they may have
life, and have it to the full.”

Note that Satan also has plans for mankind as mentioned in 1 Peter 5: 8-9 (NIV)
“Be alert and of sober mind. Your enemy

So while God has already planned out
an amazing destiny for each and every
human being, the devil has his own plans
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for mankind. A plan for man’s destruction in eternity. So it us up to us
to choose to have freedom Jesus
Christ so that the plans that God has
for our lives will become established.
So how do we obtain freedom in
Jesus Christ? Firstly, we must be
born again as mentioned in John 3: 3
and 5 – 6:
Verse 3: “Jesus replied, “Very truly I
tell you, no one can see the kingdom
of God unless they are born again.”
Verse 5 – 6:
“Jesus answered, “Very truly I tell
you, no one can enter the kingdom
of God unless they are born of water

and the Spirit. Flesh gives birth to
flesh, but the Spirit gives birth to
spirit.”
Being born again means to accept
Jesus Christ as one’s personal lord
and saviour and to live according to
His instructions in the bible.

Secondly, we must live according to
God’s word as we have a relationship
with Him. Paul gives the single instruction which encompasses all the
commandments of God mentioned
in the bible. He says in Galatians 5:
13 – 14 (NIV) “You, my brothers and
sisters, were called to be free. But do
not use your freedom to indulge the

flesh; rather, serve one another humbly in love. For the entire law is fulfilled in keeping this one command:
“Love your neighbour as yourself.””
God has instructed us to use our
freedom in Jesus Christ to love our
neighbours as ourselves. For the
entire law is fulfilled in this one command.

REDEMPTION MISSION ECHO
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MATTHEW
28:18 -20

REMA

Volunteer Group
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We welcome every Christian to support our
work in any of the above, and to join our REMA
Volunteer Group. There is enough to engage
all as we serve to expand our Lord’s kingdom being co-labourers in His vineyard.

COVID-19 AND THE CHURCH CONT’D
not God caused this
virus or not, He has
definitely used it to
show the whole works
just how powerless we
are and just how much
we are all in need of
Him. Rather than focus
so much on the cause
of it, where it came
According to Ed Jarrett
from or if it is an apocfrom Christianity.com,
alyptic warning of the
there is very little eviend of days, we should
dence to support the
claim COVID-19 is biblical. use the time we have
to repent and to shift
He said: “History is replete our focus to our God.
Nobody knows what is
with plagues, wars, and
going to happen next
natural disasters that kill
large numbers of people. or when this will end
but we don’t need to
But none of these has
know all of that. What
been a sign of the end.”
we should take comfort in is that we are
So is coronavirus biblical
judgement from God or is children of the creator,
it a sign of the end times? the most high God
who has all things in
I leave that for you to
decide. What I do know is the palm of His hand.
that Covid-19 has brought Judgement or not,
sign of the end or
with it an opportunity for
God’s people to focus on not, the church must
continue to march on.
Him without distractions
and reflect. Whether or
The main point of what
Jesus is saying in Luke
21 and Matthew 24 is to
watch for the prophetic signs to increase in
frequency. This increase
will signal the imminent coming of Jesus.

Remember the scripture says ‘the harvest is plenty but labourers are few’. Be
one of the few that God can count on.
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EFFECTIVE EVANGELISM & MISSION THROUGH CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS
cont’d from page 7
Pentecostalism has tended to believe that Christians do not need to defend the truth of the gospel
and the good new in any
form or shape given that
the proof of its authenticity is in the evidence
provided by the signs
and wonders, the miracles that are performed
by the Holy Spirit through
the hands of God’s ministers and preachers. While
such miracles are truly
evidential, there is also a
place for Christian Apologetics in order to further
cement the divine source
of the miracles as the supernatural power of this
same God at work.
Apostle Luke in Luke 1:14 was the first to encourage believers in Jesus and
therefore the God News to
defend the gospel truths.
Similarly, the Bible further
encourages us to do the
saMe as recorded in Acts
1:1-2. The disciples of Je-

sus were immediately confronted with the
need to defend their
faith and belief in Jesus
and the Good News
He brought when they
were confronted by
those who witnessed
but were against Jesus and His ministry
and those who never
had the opportunity of
meeting Jesus before
His death, resurrection
and ascension.

confidence we need to confront those who argue
that biblical claims are not true. Without sufficiently knowledgeable, you cannot provide convincing evidences that the Bible is true. The starting
point for killing your argument by knowledgeable
unbelievers is that whatever you quote from the
Bible cannot be accepted, and you will be immediately speechless if you do not know how to
counter their false claim and present the historical, archaeological and scientific facts that substantiate the authenticity of the Bible.

It is to such a profoundly useful body of knowledge that you are hereby encouraged to source
and acquire such that your evangelism and missional efforts can be more fruitful particularly as
Christian Apologetics you engage with educated individuals who would
will enable every Chris- rather not accept the good news in a dogmatic
tian to confront here- manner but would rather go be the evidences.
sies and false doctrines
being perpetrated by There is definitely a place for blind faith (not recharlatans.
quiring any evidence) before believing, and which
claim is entirely scriptural, just like Martin LutherWithout acquiring ad- espoused that ‘faith requires no justification at the
equate
knowledge, bar of reason’ implying that the gospel needs not
you are unlikely to suc- our help but that it is sufficiently strong in itself.
cessfully challenge the
biases and prejudices However, Christianswho neglect or make little of
of other faiths against Christian Apologetic will not be effective in witChristianity.
nessing to educated unbelievers or to uneducated unbelievers who live in an environment of
It will also provide the knowledge; which is why Apostle Paul faulted this
assertion by Martin Luther when he said we should
‘study the Word to show yourself approved, as a
work man that rightly divides (contends) the Word
of truth.
It will be most unprofitable and unscriptural for
you to neglect Christian Apologetics given that
Christian Apologetics has continued to be part of
theology as the methodical & systematic endeavours to establish the credibility of Christian faith.
Though in the last century it was the responsibility of trained theologians & philosophers to write
and provide apology (defence) for the gospel, it is
no longer the exclusive preserve of such learned
Christian but the responsibility of every believer in
Christ; and this we must do going forward.
It is a matter for you to consider and accept the
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need to strengthen your evangelism tools by including adequate knowledge of logical, archaeological,
scientific evidences that confirm that the Bible is not a fictional history book, and that every Christian
belief and tenet, statute and claims are true and therefore cannot be faulted.
It is to this end that I am encouraging you. Embrace Christian Apologetics be (be able to provide systematic defence of the gospel and the Good News) and thereby strengthen your evangelistic and missional efforts.
NB: You can reach the writer through: provost@rema-rccg.org
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Go ye therefore unto all nations.

Contact Us:
Barkingside Methodist Church
Fremantle Road, Barkingside Essex
IG6 2AZ
Phone: +44 740 537 5770
Email: missionecho@rema-rccg.org
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